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ABOUT QUEER CYPRUS ASSOCIATION:
Queer Cyprus is a civil society movement which was initiated in 2008 as “Initiative
Against Homophobia”, with the goal of changing discriminatory local legislation and
forming public opinion about Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and Intersex rights in the
northern part of Cyprus. The association, which continued as Queer Cyprus as of 2012
with the legal amendment, strives for a world in which individuals are not discriminated
on the grounds of language, religion, colour, race, sexual orientation, gender identity,
gender expression, age and ethnicity. Therefore, Queer Cyprus embraces diversity
and puts up a feminist, antimilitarist, ecologist and veganist struggle against all forms
of control mechanisms.

ABOUT THE DIVERSITY OF COLOURS PROJECT:
For a Cyprus in which all colours including lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, intersex and
more (LGBTI+) can co-exist: The Diversity of Colours Project!
The objective of this project is to ensure LGBTI+’s access to human rights and eliminate
discrimination in the northern part of Cyprus. The Diversity of Colors Project, which
started in December 2018 and will continue for three years, is financed under the
European Union Cypriot Civil Society in Action VI Grant Scheme and is carried out by
the Queer Cyprus Association.
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PREFACE:
As Queer Cyprus; We fight for equal access to human rights for all persons of all sexual
orientation, gender identity and gender expression, whether lesbian, gay, bisexual,
trans, intersex or beyond (LGBTI+). Being aware of the important role of the press in
this struggle, we have been conducting the Media Monitoring and Reporting process
since 2015. First of all, we published the 2015-2017 Media Monitoring Report and
the LGBTI-Focused News Writing Guide for Media Workers, and we trained many
members of the press. Then, as a result of the media monitoring we continued between
2019-2020, we published an annual Media Monitoring Report.
Social awareness and transformation are time-consuming processes, but we can see
that the language of the press has transformed and LGBTI+ inclusive news is increasing
in return for our efforts on this long journey.
As part of the Diversity of Colours Project that we started in December 2018, we
monitored 2 print and 3 online newspapers between June 2020 and June 2021 and
we are proud to share the results with you. We would like to thank Ziba Sertbay, who
contributed greatly by reading newspapers on a daily basis, organizing and compiling
monthly reports and forming the annual report you hold today, and everyone who
helped her through this process. We believe in the transformative power of the press,
and while preparing these reports, we question not only the current situation, but
also how to do more inclusive and human rights-sensitive reporting. We would like to
remind you that even a single negative news article can cause permanent damage to
LGBTI+ people and lead to violations of rights in many areas. I hope you have a fun
and instructive reading.
Erman Dolmacı
Diversity of Colours Project Coordinator
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INTRODUCTION:
The first Media Monitoring Report prepared within the scope of the Diversity of Colours Project
covers a one-year period from June 2020 to June 2021.
This report is a follow-up to the 2015-2016-2017 Media Monitoring Report prepared within the
scope of the Unspoken Project, which was previously funded by the European Union and carried
out by the Cyprus Community Media Centre (CCMC) in partnership with the Queer Cyprus
Association and Thomson Foundation and the 2019-2020 Media Monitoring Report prepared
within the scope of the Diversity of Colours Project.
Throughout the year, the 5 newspapers mentioned below were monitored and categorized on a
daily basis using the keywords below. It was then reported monthly and then annually. You can
access all monthly reports on the official website of the Queer Cyprus Association.
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MONITORED NEWSPAPER CHANNELS:
Print and Online.
NEWSPAPERS:
Kıbrıs, Yenidüzen, Gazedda Kıbrıs, Gündem Kıbrıs and Kıbrıs Postası.
KEYWORDS:
English: “gay”, “lesbian”, “transexual”, “transvestite”, “homosexual”, “bisexual”, “intersex”, “faggot”, “queer”,
“sexual orientation”, “sexual preference”, “sexual identity”, “gender identity”, “LGBTI”, “homophobia”,
“biphobia”, “transphobia”, “heteronormativity”, “heterosexism
CATEGORIES: :
POSITIVE (P)
- News that is sensitive and respectful to human rights
- News containing the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject
NEGATIVE (N)
- News containing hate speech and/or discriminatory language
- News containing common stereotypes and/or incriminating news
- News where images and/or content are derogatory and/or foster prejudice
PRESS RELEASES (BB)
- News announcing press releases or activities regarding Queer Cyprus
- News announcing press releases or activities associated with relevant Civil Society Organizations
NEWSPAPERS AND CONTENT CATEGORIES:
Every newspaper followed has its own categories with a unique nature of subtitles. These categories are
often used to indicate the general theme of the content. In the newspapers scanned in this report, generally,
reporting was made in the light of questions such as; “In which categories does LGBTI+ representation
exist?”, “Do newspapers include LGBTI+ representation in each category?”, “How many positive and
negative news are there in the categories that include representation?”.
Gazedda Kıbrıs:
Categories: Gazeddablog, Gazeddapod, Gazedda’s Agenda, Gazedda Ecology, Gazedda Life, Cyprus
Problem, World News, Special News, Political Economy, and Coronavirus.
Tags: Book Life, Commentary, Analysis, Interview and Contemporary.
Gündem Kıbrıs:
Cyprus, World, Greek Press, Turkey, Health, Technology, Sports, Magazine, Culture-Art
Kıbrıs Postası:
Writers, Domestic News, Turkey, England, World, South Cyprus, Forensic News, Local News, Survey, 24
Hours, Society, Education, Health, Economics & Finance, Culture-Art, Tourism, Real Estate, Personal Care,
Sports, Coronavirus.
Yenidüzen:
Special News, News, News Extra, Comment/Interview, Series of Articles, Sports, Adres (Newspaper
Supplement).
Kıbrıs Gazetesi:
News, Economy, Agenda, Culture-Art, Speaker’s Corner, Turkey, World, Sports, Interview and Ekran
(Newspaper Supplement).
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GENERAL NOTES ON 1-YEAR REPORTING:
The report was systematically monitored and summarized in the following form, in accordance with the
above-mentioned criteria. In this section, the notes observed in newspapers during the 1-year period and
deemed important for LGBTI+ representation and advocacy will be shared.
First of all, there are 225 press releases and they make up the majority with 50%. Compared to the previous
year (51%), it was observed that this number increased but decreased as a percentage. This shows us the
increase in positive news compared to press releases. When the press releases were evaluated on a category
basis, it was seen that they are similar to the previous year. These news were generally categorized according
to their content such as “Domestic News”, “Cyprus”, “Society”, “Culture-Art”, “Education”. Since there
is no variation for press releases as in the positive and negative news, this part was not mentioned in the
monthly summaries. The difference between last year and this year is that there is a news that is evaluated
as negative among the press releases this year. The press release, which will be mentioned in detail below
in May, was published by the Turkish Agency Cyprus with the headline “We will never allow our youth and
our society to be corrupted”, written by the President of KIBTES, and was included in Kıbrıs Postası, one of
the monitored newspapers. In his press release, Turgut openly targeted LGBTI+s and made statements that
amounted to hate speech. Queer Cyprus Association filed a complaint with the Media Ethics Committee
because this statement, which contains hate speech, was reported and disseminated. Considering the
complaint, the Board examined the statement in depth and issued a condemnation letter1.
Considering the categories of positive and negative news, LGBTI+ representation was included in various
categories throughout the year, while LGBTI+ representation was not encountered in the categories of
“Sports”, “Economy”, “Tourism” and “Real Estate”. While there was no news in the “Cyprus Problem”
and “Personal Care” categories last year, this year there was a small amount of news in these categories.
In addition, although the category was not specified as sports by the newspapers, LGBTI+ themed content
was found in more than one sports news.
On the other hand, when the photos in the published news were evaluated, it was seen that while the
photographs or pre-designed visuals specific to the event were used in the domestic news and press
releases, in world news visuals and photographs specific to the campaigns or rainbow images were used
in the foreground. In addition, it was observed that violence was visible in the image used in a newspaper
article, but no opinion was expressed about this violence in the news.
Another important observation was that the negative news in the monitored newspapers was at the
lowest percentage in the whole year and decreased from 24 to 10 and from 6% to 2% compared to last
year. In addition, as in the past year, Gazedda Kıbrıs did not publish any negative news. On the other hand,
although not directly considered negative, it should be noted that especially in the Kıbrıs Postası and Kıbrıs
Newspaper, it was observed that there were a considerable amount of news that only included LGBTI+
opposing views and that had no place in LGBTI+ rights-oriented journalism. For this reason, no category
change was made, but it can be said that the presence of an alternative category for such news in the
following reports may change the statistical data.
When the news sources are examined, it is observed that the vast majority of the sources were world
newspapers immediately followed by Turkish newspapers. Articles specific to our geography by local
journalists and columnists followed World and Turkey newspapers. While it has not been overlooked that
there was an increase in recent months, it has been observed that the amount is not that much in general.
While it was observed that last year, almost no LGBTI+ specific discourses of local politicians were covered
1

Nefret Dili, Medya Etik Kurulu, 17.09.2021
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in the press, it was observed that this year more politicians added the human rights of LGBTI+s to their
discourse and this was also included in the newspapers.
It has been observed that local politicians do not produce discourse regarding LGBTI+ specific issues and
are not a source for the news, and finally, the local psychologists, sociologists and doctors, who can be called
experts on the subject, do not create many positive sources, but on the contrary, doctors and psychologists
are sources of heteronormative articles in negative or extra news. In addition, there is an improvement in
the writings of local psychologists, sociologists and doctors, who can be considered experts on the subject,
compared to the previous year, but heteronormative articles are frequently encountered in the extra news,
especially in the Cyprus Newspaper, and it will help to obtain more reliable data considering this notion
again in the upcoming reports.
On the other hand, it was observed that there were very few LGBTI+ themed news in the Gündem Kıbrıs,
just like last year.

COMPARISON BETWEEN YEARS:
As mentioned in the preface, this report is a followup to the 2015-2016-2017 Media Monitoring
Report prepared within the scope of the Unspoken
Project, which was previously funded by the
European Union and carried out by the Cyprus
Community Media Centre (CCMC) in partnership
with the Queer Cyprus Association and Thomson
Foundation and the 2019-2020 Media Monitoring
Report prepared within the scope of the Diversity
of Colours Project. Therefore, in this report, the
difference between the years was examined by
taking the previous reports as a reference.
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Table 1: Comparison of the total number of news from November 2015 to June 2021.
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When the percentages are evaluated in general, it is observed that there is a systematic increase in LGBTI+
themed news, a serious decrease in negative news and an improvement in positive news this year compared
to previous years. The difference between the percentage of positive news and the percentage of press
releases is almost even. This shows that the visibility of LGBTI+ in our newspapers increases every year.
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Moreover, this year, it is hopeful to observe these percentages in this process, where the ongoing COVID-19
Pandemic news frequently occupies the agenda of all newspapers.
As Queer Cyprus Association, we hope that this increase will continue in the coming years and positive news
will precede press releases.

JUNE 2020
In newspapers monitored from June 2019, a total of 34
news articles contained LGBTI+ issues. Of these, 25 were
evaluated as positive news, 9 as press releases.
Among the newspapers monitored online, Gazedda Kıbrıs
(GK) published 5 positive news, 2 press releases and no
negative news. While 10 positive news and 5 press releases
were published in Kıbrıs Postası (KP), no negative news was
encountered. No news related to LGBTI+ was published by
Gündem Kıbrıs (GN).

26%

74%

While 6 positive news and 2 press releases were published by Yenidüzen (YD) from the monitored print
newspapers, no negative news was encountered. In Kıbrıs Gazetesi (KG), 4 positive news, 2 press releases
and no negative news was encountered.
Press Releases:
All of the press releases were evaluated positively. While the source of the press releases was the NonGovernmental Organizations including the Queer Cyprus Association, 8 of them had the quality of news
announcing the activities of Queer Cyprus, and 2 of them had the quality of announcing the press releases
and/or activities of related non-governmental organizations.
Positive News: :
As indicated in the table above, 74% of the news in June is positive news. Of the 25 positive news in
total, 16 were evaluated as news sensitive and respectful to human rights, and 9 as news that included the
opinions of individuals or experts on the subject.
When the category diversity in which the news took place in the newspapers is examined, “World” (7),
Gazedda’s Agenda” (4), “Comment/News” (3), “Turkey” (3), “Life” (2), “Society” (1), “Writers” (2), “Editorial”
(1), “Society” (1), “News” (1), and “Criminal News” (1) comprised the 10 catergories in total. In addition to
the categories, 5 news in Gazedda Kıbrıs were featured with the tag “Contemporary” and 1 news with the
tag “Media Room”. Moreover, when news sources are examined, the sources of these news were Turkey
and world newspapers, local journalists, politicians, lawyers, agents of the subjects and representatives of
Civil Society Organizations.
Negative News:
No negative news was encountered this month.
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NOTABLE NEWS IN JUNE:
1) The column titled “Mandela intervened while I was talking to my daughter about Floyd” in Kıbrıs
Postası on 5 June was among the positive news since it was sensitive and respectful to human rights.
In his column, Rasıh Reşat talked about his dialogues with his daughter on the agenda and the book of
Nelson Mandela that he recommended to his daughter. At the beginning of the article, it is understood
that they often have such conversations and they had conversations about a similar agenda before, and that
the previous topic was LGBTI+s. Although this was mentioned in a very small part of the article, this news
was among the highlights of the week, as a local columnist mentioned this in his article and stated that the
human rights of LGBTI+s are being brought up in daily conversations.
“Thanks to the Internet, our previous topic was the ill-treatment of LGBT individuals in Russia. I remember
sweating a lot.”
2) Tacan Reynar’s article titled “Those Who Couldn’t Multiply by Dividing”, published in Yenidüzen on
June 8, was among the positive news as it was sensitive and respectful of human rights.
In this column, Reynar touches on the rapidly growing #erkekyerinibilsin campaign launched on social
media and evaluates his views on this campaign in general, as well as the criticisms against this campaign.
The striking point of the article was that in Reynar’s evaluation, he opposed the perception that the struggle
of minorities was less important by comparing it with other struggles. Unfortunately, when it comes to
gender, sexual orientation, gender identity equality or struggle, this situation is subordinated in the northern
part of the island, and other issues that will always be prioritized are voiced. With this author’s mention of
this reality, it became the news of the week..
“Therefore, a person’s struggle to live as a human being and without being discriminated against and
without being killed because of their identity, language, religion, gender or sexual orientation is of equal
importance and priority with this established order, the status quo or the problem of occupation, it cannot
be postponed.”
3) The news titled “Egyptian LGBTI+ activist ended her life”, published in Gazedda Kıbrıs on June
16, was among the positive news because it featured the opinions of individuals or experts on the
subject.
The article focused on the suicide of Egyptian LGBTI+ activist Sarah Hegazy. Hegazy, who was found dead
in his home in Canada, was arrested for unfurling a rainbow flag at the concert of an openly gay, LGBTI+
rights activist musician, and spent three months in prison. After this period, the activist known to experience
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder ended her life.
Unfortunately, many LGBTI+ experience psychological problems due to the LGBTI+ phobic system and
laws, and these problems can sometimes end in suicide. Queer Cyprus Association is saddened to see once
again what results the system can yield, and states that it will continue to struggle to prevent these from
happening.
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JULY 2020
In July, 37 news stories included LGBTI+ issues. 21 of these
news were evaluated as positive news, 14 as press releases
and 2 as negative news.
While Gazedda Kıbrıs (GK) published 2 positive news and
3 press releases among the newspapers monitored online,
no negative news was encountered. In Kıbrıs Postası (KP),
15 positive news, 5 press releases and 1 negative news
were published. While 1 positive news was published by
Gündem Kıbrıs (GN), no negative news or press release
encountered in this newspaper.

38%

57%

5%

While 2 positive news and 5 press releases were published by Yenidüzen (YD) from the monitored print
newspapers, no negative news was encountered. In Kıbrıs Gazetesi (KG), 1 positive news, 1 negative news
and 1 press releases were published.
Press Releases:
All of the press releases were evaluated positively. While the source of all of the press releases was the
Queer Cyprus Association, all of them were news stories announcing the activities or statements of Queer
Cyprus.
Positive News:
As in June, the percentage of positive news in July is higher than other news. Of the 21 positive news stories
in total, 15 were evaluated as news sensitive and respectful to human rights, and 6 as news that included the
opinions of individuals or experts on the subject.
When the category diversity in which the news took place in the newspapers is examined, “World” (5),
“Turkey” (3), “Magazine” (2), “Gazedda’s Agenda” (1), “Cyprus Problem” (1), “Gazedda Blog” (1), “Life”
(2), “Society” (1), “Cyprus” (1), “Personal Care” (1), “Speaker’s Corner” (1), “Comment/Interview (2), and
“Culture-Art” (1) comprised the 13 categories in total. In addition to these categories, 2 news in Gazedda
Kıbrıs were also published with the “Contemporary” tag. Moreover, when news sources are examined, the
sources of these news were Turkey and world newspapers, local columnists, researchers, experts and agents
of the subjects.
Negative News:
This month, out of 2 negative news stories, 1 was evaluated as news that had humiliating images and/or
content, while the other was evaluated as news containing discriminatory language. The category in which
the news was encountered was “World”. In addition, when the news sources were examined, they were
Turkish newspapers.

NOTABLE NEWS IN JULY:
1) The news titled “The reference of an ‘LGBT symbol’ from Russian President Putin to the US
Embassy”, published in Kıbrıs Postası on July 3, was among the negative news due to its humiliating
language. .
Throughout the article, Russia’s constitutional amendment and Russian President Vladimir Putin’s LGBTI+
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phobic rhetoric are included. It is important to note two points in this article. The first is that while the news
only includes anti-LGBTI+ views, it does not include a rights-oriented language and/or does not include a
statement affirming the human rights of LGBTI+s. Generally, such news are among the positive news when
they do not contain a direct negative element.
The second thing to note in this news, and the main factor in our negative evaluation of the news, is the
evaluation of the LGBTI+ flag as a piece of cloth in the language used. Although this subject is controversial,
the phrase ‘piece of cloth’ is generally used to insult the flag in question. Therefore, the news was evaluated
as negative.
“Russian President Vladimir Putin, regarding the hanging of a piece of cloth symbolizing LGBT in the US
Embassy in Moscow, “They showed something about who works there.” said.”
2) The news titled “What’s Happening to Us?”, published in the Kıbrıs Gazetesi on 5 July, was among
the positive news, as it featured the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject.
Throughout the article, a person who defines themself as gay conveys a
problem with her lover to Ayla Kahraman and asks for help in this regard.
First of all, the inclusion of LGBTI+ issues in the “Speaker’s Corner”
category can be considered an important step for LGBTI+ visibility. On the
other hand, the fact that Ayla Kahraman answered the question outside of
heteronormative patterns and mentioned that LGBTI+s experience more or
unique problems compared to those who have heterosexual relationships
can also be considered important for the LGBTI+ movement in terms of
expressing the oppression in society by a psychologist.
“... Of course, the lives of same-sex couples and the problems they face is
more difficult because of social judgments.”
3) The news titled “The division of the island of Cyprus has also negatively affected gender equality”,
published in Gazedda Kıbrıs on July 24, was among the positive news because it featured the opinions
of individuals or experts on the subject.
The news is the summary of Meril Taşel’s undergraduate
thesis, and the legal rights of LGBTI+s are also mentioned
in the news. This news was one of the highlighted news of
this month because of the fact that the studies carried out
in Cyprus are included in the newspapers and it reflects the
diversity of categories.
“… While gay sex between men was illegal in the Republic
of Cyprus until 1998, it has been legal in Turkey since 1858
and in Greece since 1951. Although same-sex civil union is
possible in the Republic of Cyprus, same-sex marriage has
been possible since 2015, while it is still not possible in the north. In both regions, there is no legal right to
change gender. Since 1988 in Turkey and since 2010 in Greece, people have the legal right to change their
gender. The lack of policies to support LGBTI+ people in Cyprus indicates that hegemonic masculinity
dominates and traditional gender roles and certain ideals of masculinity and femininity are imposed on
society.”
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AUGUST 2020
Compared to other months, a significant decrease
was observed in August. In August, 12 news stories
covered LGBTI+ issues. Of these news articles in
newspapers monitored in online and print media, 10
were classified as positive, 2 as press releases and no
negative news was encountered in August.

30.2%

4%

65.9%

While Gazedda Kıbrıs (GK) published 1 positive news
and 1 press release among the newspapers monitored
online, no negative news was encountered. While 6
positive news were published in Kıbrıs Postası (KP), no negative news or press releases were encountered.
No news was found in the Gündem Kıbrıs (GN) newspaper containing the monitored words.
While 1 positive news was published by Yenidüzen (YD) among the monitored print newspapers, no
negative news or press release was encountered in this newspaper. 2 positive news and 1 press release
were published in Kıbrıs Gazetesi (KG).
Press Releases:
Both press releases were evaluated positively. While the source of all of the press releases was the Queer
Cyprus Association, all of them were news stories announcing the activities or statements of Queer Cyprus.
Positive News:
Of the 10 positive news stories in total, 8 were evaluated as news sensitive and respectful to human rights,
and 2 as news that included the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject.
When the category diversity in which the news took place in the newspapers is examined, “World” (2),
“Turkey” (2), “Life” (1), “Local News” (1), “England” (1), “Column” (1) and “Culture-Art” (1) comprised
the 7 categories in total. In addition to the categories, 1 news in Gazedda was also included with the
tag Contemporary/Art and without category. together with “Contemporary”, “Analysis Comment”, and
“World” tags. Moreover, when news sources are examined, the sources of these news articles were Turkish
and world newspapers, local columnists and experts.
Negative News:
No negative news was encountered this month.

NOTABLE NEWS OF AUGUST:

The news titled “My Only Goal Is Helping People”, published in Yenidüzen on August 16, was among
the positive news as it featured the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject.
The news covers the life, career, and future hopes and goals of Hendrika Mayora Kelan, the first transgender
public administrator in Indonesia. While this news was included in the ‘World’ category for more than half a
page, it was also evaluated as rich in content.
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SEPTEMBER 2020
September was also a month with few news like
August. This month, 15 articles covered LGBTI+ issues.
Of these news articles in online and print newspapers,
11 were classified as positive news, 4 as press releases
and no negative news was encountered in September.

27%

While Gazedda Kıbrıs (GK) published 5 positive
news and 1 press releases among the newspapers
monitored online, no negative news was encountered.
In Kıbrıs Postası (KP), 5 positive news, 1 press releases
were published and no negative news was encountered. While 1 positive news was published in Gündem
Kıbrıs (GN), there was no press releases or negative news in this newspaper.
73%

Of the monitored print newspapers, Yenidüzen (YD) published 1 press release and positive or negative
news was not found in this newspaper. While Kıbrıs Gazetesi (KG) published 1 press release, no positive or
negative news were encountered in this newspaper.
Press Releases:
All of the press releases were evaluated positively. While the source of all of the press releases was the
Queer Cyprus Association, all of them had the quality of news announcing the campaign titled “Solidarity
Box” initiated by the Queer Cyprus Association.
Positive News:
Of the 11 positive news items in total, 5 were considered to be sensitive and respectful to human rights, and
6 were considered as news that included the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject.
When the category diversity in which the news took place in the newspapers is examined, “Coronavirus”
(1), “Gazedda’s Agenda” (3), “Gazeddapod” (1), “Life” (2), “Cyprus” (1), “World” (1), “Education” (1) and
“Culture-Art” (1) comprised the 8 categories in total. In addition to the categories, 4 news in Gazedda
Kıbrıs were also included with the tag “Contemporary”. Moreover, when news sources are examined, the
sources of these news were Turkey and world newspapers, local journalists, politicians, lawyers, agents of
the subjects and Non Govenrmental Organization representatives.
Negative News:
No negative news was encountered this month.

NOTABLE NEWS IN SEPTEMBER:

1) The news article titled “There is no such thing as a gay gene”, published by Gazedda Kıbrıs on
September 11, 2020, was evaluated as positive news because it was sensitive and respectful to
human rights.
While the news included Erbakan’s views on the
Istanbul Agreement, the noteworthy point of the
news was that Gazedda Kıbrıs ended the news with its
criticism of Erbakan’s views. From time to time, news
that reflects the LGBTI+ opposing view is published
in all newspapers in its entirety. What is longed for
is LGBTI+ rights-oriented journalism, like Gazedda
Kıbrıs did by going one step further and viewing
the opposing view from a critical point of view and
conveying these views in that way.
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Note: Every newspaper has its own style and of course, criticism does not have to be like Gazedda Kıbrıs’
style.
“Necmettin Erbakan’s son and Chairman of the Welfare Again Party, Fatih Erbakan, was mocked for what he
said about the French feminist writer Simone de Beauvoir in a TV show he attended.”
2) The podcast titled “We have a sexist education system”, published in Gazedda Kıbrıs on September
15, was among the positive news as it featured the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject.
In the podcast presented by Damla Dabis Özel, while
talking about the human rights of LGBTI+s in general,
prejudices and discriminations in education were also
included. The striking aspect of this news is that it is
unique to Cyprus and allows people involved in the
LGBTI+ movement to have their voices heard.

3) The podcast titled “Bi+ in 13 articles”, published in Gazedda Kıbrıs on September 23, was among
the positive news because it featured the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject.
The article is about another article titled “We will
examine the question marks about bisexuality in 13
articles” published on KAOS GL on the occasion of
September 23, Celebrate Bisexuality Day. In the
article, information about bisexuality and known
misconceptions are mentioned. The reason why the
news is described as remarkable is that while there are
not many news about pure bisexuality, it is specially
prepared for this day and sexual orientation.

OCTOBER 2020
In October, 19 news stories covered LGBTI+ issues.
7 of these news in online and print newspapers were
classified as positive, 12 as press releases, and no
negative news was encountered in this month. ı.

37%

While Gazedda Kıbrıs (GK) published 3 positive
news and 4 press releases among the newspapers
monitored online, no negative news was found.
In Kıbrıs Postası (KP), 2 positive news, 3 press
releases were published and no negative news were
encountered. On the other hand, 1 positive news
was published in Gündem Kıbrıs (GN), there was no press releases or negative news in this newspaper.
63%
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Of the monitored print newspapers, Yenidüzen (YD) published 2 press release and positive or negative news
was not found in this newspaper. On the other hand, in Kıbrıs Gazetesi (KG), 1 positive news and 3 press
releases were published and no negative news were encountered.
Press Releases:
All of the 12 press releases were evaluated positively. While the source of all of the press releases was the
Queer Cyprus Association, all of them were news stories announcing the activities or statements of Queer
Cyprus.
Positive News:
Of the 7 positive news stories in total, 5 were evaluated as news sensitive and respectful to human rights,
and 2 as news that included the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject.
When the category diversity in which the news took place in the newspapers is examined, “World” (2),
“Life” (1), “Cyprus” (1), “Gazedda’s Agenda” and “Southern Cyprus” (1) comprised the 5 categories in total.
together with “Contemporary”, “Culture”, and “Life” tags. In addition to the categories, 4 news in Gazedda
Kıbrıs were also included with the tag “Contemporary”. Moreover, when news sources are examined, the
sources of these news were Turkish and world newspapers, local journalists, agents of the subjects and non
governmental organization representatives.
Negative News:
No negative news was encountered this month.

NOTABLE NEWS IN OCTOBER:
1) The news titled “Bi-Communal Short Film “AV” premiered in Limassol”, published in the Kıbrıs
Gazetesi on October 13, was among the positive news as it was sensitive and respectful to human
rights.
The news provides information about the premiere
night of the short film “Av”, which is about patriarchy
and homophobia in Cyprus. The reason why this news
is the notable news of the month is that the film is
specific to LGBTI+ and Cyprus, and Kıbrıs Gazetesi
reported this development and included half a page
with colour photographs for the film in its newspaper.
“The film, which was well received by the audience
and included a variety of topics such as animal rights, the environment, toxic masculinity, discrimination,
nationalism, religion and borders, was included in the national competition category.”
2) The news titled “Diversity of Colours Project
Annual Media Monitoring Report June 2019 – May
2020” published in Gazedda Kıbrıs on October 28
was among the positive news since it featured the
opinions of individuals or experts on the subject.
The news includes the social media announcement of
the report prepared within the scope of the project.
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The reason why this news is the most notable news of the month is that while the press release of the report
was not sent to the press yet, it was only reported on the day it was announced on social media. Gazedda
Kıbrıs, as always, shows that it is a close follower of Queer Cyprus and thus contributes to the announcement
of the struggle
“It is important that all persons of all sexual orientation, gender identity and gender expression, lesbian,
gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex and beyond, have equal access to human rights. While fighting for
LGBTI+, the press plays an important role in raising social awareness, creating public opinion and making
the authorities take action so that everyone can live in a fair and equal world by ending discrimination.”

NOVEMBER 2020
In November, 37 news stories covered LGBTI+ issues.
15 of these news in online and print newspapers were
classified as positive, 21 as press releases and 1 as
negative news.

40%

57%

While Gazedda Kıbrıs (GK) published 2 positive
news and 4 press releases among the newspapers
monitored online, no negative news was found. In
Kıbrıs Postası (KP), 4 positive news, 9 press releases
and 1 negative news were published. No news was
found in the Gündem Kıbrıs (GN) newspaper containing the monitored words.

3%

While 4 positive news and 6 press releases were published by Yenidüzen (YD) among the scanned
newspapers, no negative news was found in this newspaper. On the other hand, In Kıbrıs Gazetesi (KG), 5
positive news, 2 press releases were published and no negative news were encountered.
Press Releases:
All of the press releases were evaluated positively. The source of 18 of the press releases was the Queer
Cyprus Association, while the source of the other three was Relevant Non-Governmental Organizations.
Press Releases were in the nature of news announcing the activities or statements of Queer Cyprus and the
activities of relevant non-governmental organizations and their messages on 25 November, The International
Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women.
Positive News:
A total of 15 positive news, 9 of which are sensitive and respectful to human rights, and 6 of which include
the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject.
When the category diversity in which the news took place in the newspapers is examined, “World” (5),
“Comment/News” (2), “Education” (1), “Speaker’s Corner” (2), “News” (3) and “Gazedda’s Agenda” (2)
comprised the 6 categories in total. In addition to the categories, 3 news in Gazedda Kıbrıs were also
included with the tag “Contemporary”. Moreover, when news sources are examined, the sources of these
news were Turkey and world newspapers, local journalists, columnists and psychologists.
Negative News:
While 1 negative news was found this month, this news was evaluated as news containing stereotypes and/
or criminalizing. The news was in the “World” category and the source of the news was a newspaper from
Turkey.
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NOTABLE NEWS IN NOVEMBER:

1) The question titled “How Was I Created?” and the
answer given by Ayla Kahraman in the Speaker’s Corner
published in the Kıbrıs Gazetesi on November 1, was
among the positive news since it included the opinions of
individuals or experts on the subject
Throughout the article, there is a person experiencing gender
identity confusion asking for help from Ayla Kahraman and
psychologist Ayla Kahraman directing the person correctly.
The reason why this article was ‘notable of the week’ was that
LGBTI+ issues were included in the Speaker’s Corner and the
psychologist’s response to the client from was from an LGBTI+
inclusive standpoint.
“I’m in so much pain. How was I created? A boy or a girl?... I have to say that unless you find the right
answers to these questions about yourself, the anxiety and unhappiness you experience will not end... You
can start meeting with a psychologist.”
2) The news titled “Violation decision by the ECtHR to deport gay asylum seeker”, published in
Gazedda on 20 November, was among the positive news as it featured the views of individuals or
experts on the subject
In the article, the case of B. and C. v. Switzerland, and the decision of the European Court of Human Rights
(ECtHR) regarding the deportation of gay asylum seekers for the first time, is included. The notable aspect
of the news is that the case decision is a first, the focus of the news is on the human rights of LGBTI+s, and
the opinions of the actors are included in the content of the news in the context of LGBTI+ journalism..
“The court decided that the existence of laws criminalizing homosexuality in the country prevents the
person from being sent back to that country and that this is contrary to Article 3. It also drew attention to
the widespread homophobia and discrimination against LGBTI people in The Gambia.”

DECEMBER 2020
In December, 30 news stories covered LGBTI+ topics.
Of these news in online and print newspapers, 16 were
classified as positive news, 13 as press releases and 1
as negative news. .

43%

54%

While Gazedda Kıbrıs (GK) published 6 positive news
and 1 press releases among the newspapers monitored
online, no negative news was encountered. In Kıbrıs
Postası (KP), 8 positive news, 7 press releases and 1
negative news were published. While 1 press release
was published in Gündem Kıbrıs (GN), there was no positive news or negative news in this newspaper.
3%

While 2 press releases were published by Yenidüzen (YD) among the scanned newspapers, no positive news
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or negative news were encountered in this newspaper. On the other hand, In Kıbrıs Gazetesi (KG), 2 positive
news, 2 press releases were published and no negative news were encountered.
Press Releases:
All of the press releases were evaluated positively. The sources of the press releases were the Queer
Cyprus Association, other non-governmental organizations, student unions and the Cyprus Turkish Medical
Association.
Positive News:
A total of 16 positive news, 9 of which are sensitive and respectful to human rights, and 7 of them were
considered as news containing the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject.
When the category diversity in which the news took place in the newspapers is examined, “Magazine”
(1), “World” (3), “Local News” (2), “Writers” (1), “Personal Care” (1), “Health” (1), “Life” (1), “Cyprus”
(1), “Gazeddablog” (2) and “Gazedda’s Agenda” (3) comprised the 10 categories in total. In addition
to the categories, 6 news were also published with the tag “Contemporary” and 1 news with the tag
“Media Room” in Gazedda Kıbrıs. Moreover, when news sources are examined, the sources of these news
were Turkey and world newspapers, local journalists, Turkish journalists, local politicians, lawyers and non
governmental organization representatives.
Negative News:
This month, 1 negative news was found. Because the news contains discriminatory language, it was
evaluated as news containing hate speech and/or discriminatory language. The category in which the news
was found was “World”.

NOTABLE NEWS IN DECEMBER:

1) The article titled “A total of 82 people in Northern Cyprus are struggling with AIDS/HIV...”
published on Kıbrıs Postası on December 1st, was among the positive news since it featured the
opinions of individuals or experts on the subject.
In the news, Think Positive Initiative Activist Erman Dolmacı corrected the well-known misconceptions about
HIV (human immunodeficiency virus) and AIDS (acquired immunodeficiency syndrome) and stated that it is
important to provide free treatment and medicine. This news was one of the highlights of December, as
it contributed to raising public awareness on HIV/AIDS issues and pointed out the deficiencies. It is in our
hands to end discrimination and false information about HIV and AIDS with love, without alienating each
other from ignorance, without fuelling non-existent hatred.
“It is in our hands to end discrimination and false information about HIV and AIDS with love, without
alienating each other from ignorance, without fuelling non-existent hatred.”

2) The news titled “Anti-LGBT parliamentarian was raided at a gay sex party” published in Kıbrıs
Postası on December 2 was among the negative news because it contained hate speech and/or
discriminatory language.
The news is about Jozsef Szajer, Member of the European Parliament, who had a great role and influence
in the amendment to ban same-sex marriage in the Hungarian constitution, getting caught at a gay sex
party. Since the resignation of Sazjer, who attracted attention with his LGBTI+ hostility, was a remarkable
development on the world agenda, this news was among the notable news. First of all, the news was among
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the negative news due to the fact that it was presented as getting caught in a gay party despite the curfew,
and then the concept of homosexual, which is used to show gays as patients, was used.
“According to the researchers, “the subconscious reason for the negative behavior of homophobic people
towards homosexuals is to try to show the public that they have no similarity with these people whom they
consider abnormal and that they are against them”.

3) The news titled “Trans journalism tips for journalists”, published in Gazedda Kıbrıs on December 2,
was among the positive news as it is sensitive and respectful to human rights.
After Elliot Page announced that he was transgender, Gazedda Kıbrıs published a 10-point text explaining
how to report using a more respectful and inclusive language. The text, which provides information on trans,
non-binary, gender identity, sexual orientation, gender assignment and correct use of gender pronouns,
was among the notable news because it emphasized the use of rights-oriented language while reporting
on LGBTI+s.
“Do not offer superficial criticism of a trans person, such as ‘femininity’ or ‘masculinity’. There is no one
way to ‘be’ a trans or non-binary person. Trans people can have a range of gender expressions, such as
cisgender people. A person can determine their gender in hair, clothing, makeup, jewellery, etc. How they
choose to express themselves is their personal decision and does not change their gender identity.”

JANUARY 2021
January, 13 news stories covered LGBTI+ issues. 7
of these news in online and print newspapers were
classified as positive news, 5 as press release and 1 as
negative news.

38%

54%

While Gazedda Kıbrıs (GK) published 1 positive news
from the newspapers monitored online, no negative
news or press releases were encountered. While 1
positive news and 2 press releases were published in
Kıbrıs Postası (KP), there were no negative news. While
Gündem Kıbrıs (GN) published 1 positive news and 1 negative news, no press releases were encountered.
8%

While Yenidüzen (YD) published 1 positive news and 1 press release among the monitored print newspapers,
no negative news was found. In Kıbrıs Gazetesi (KG), 3 positive news, 2 press releases were published and
no negative news were encountered.
Press Releases:
All of the press releases were evaluated positively. The source of one of the press releases was the Queer
Cyprus Association, while the source of the other 2 was related non-governmental organizations. Press
releases are in the nature of news announcing the activities or statements of Queer Cyprus and the activities
of relevant non-governmental organizations.
Positive News:
All of the 7 positive news stories were evaluated as news sensitive and respectful to human rights.
When the category diversity in which the news took place in the newspapers is examined, “World” (2),
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“Cyprus” (1), “Local News” (1), “Life” (1), “Speaker’s Corner” (1) and “Comment/News” (1) comprised the 6
categories in total. In addition, when the news sources are examined, the sources of these news are Turkish
and world newspapers, local journalists, columnists and psychologists.
Negative News:
One negative news was evaluated as both using discriminatory language and news that feeds prejudice.
The source of the news is not specified.

NOTABLE NEWS IN JANUARY:

1 The news titled “19 Years Wife is a Man!”, which was published in Gündem Cyprus on January 2
was among the negative news because it contains both discriminatory language and feeds prejudice.
An event that took place in Belgium was included in
the news. The article included a person who learned
that his wife is a trans woman and the situation from
her perspective. While the language used in the title
of the news is an example of discriminatory language,
only the expression of the transphobic spouse is
included in the content. The fact that the source of
the subject is the transphobic spouse, and the words
spoken by the spouse are of a nature that feeds
prejudice, do not comply with the principles of rightsoriented journalism. For this reason, this news was among the notable negative news of the month.
“However, as soon as he divorced his wife, the first thing he said was “No wonder why he could not iron
properly.”

2 The article titled “Confession of my fiancée” in the Speaker’s Corner, published in Kıbrıs Gazetesi on
January 10, was among the positive news as it was sensitive and respectful to human rights.
In the article, a person confessing that their fiancée is gay, asks Ayla Kahraman what to do. It is understood
from the content that if the person realizes this marriage, they will be able to obtain ‘citizenship’ in the
northern part of Cyprus. The point that draws attention in the news is the answer given by Ayla Kahraman.
First of all, it should be noted that no homophobic statements were found in the news, the situation was
viewed completely from the perspective of the person who had consulted it, so the news was evaluated
positively. However, since this question and answer was included in the newspaper, it should also be noted
that if it was mentioned that being gay is not a bad thing, pointing to LGBTI+ sensitivity, and/or social
pressure on gays/lesbians can lead to such situations in the beginning of Ayla Kahraman’s answer in this
article, it could have been a real LGBTI+ rights-oriented example of journalism.
“Two months before the wedding, Ms. Ayla, my fiancée confessed that they are gay.”
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FEBRUARY 2021
In February, 44 news stories covered LGBTI+ topics.
Of these news articles in online and print newspapers,
21 were classified as positive news, 23 as press
releases, and no negative news was encountered in
this month.

48%
52%

While Gazedda Kıbrıs (GK) published 8 positive news
and 6 press release from the newspapers monitored
online, no negative news was encountered. 8 positive
news, 11 press releases were published and no
negative news was encountered in Kıbrıs Postası (KP).
While 2 positive news was published by Gündem Kıbrıs (GN), there were no negative news or press releases.
While 4 press releases were published by Yenidüzen (YD) among the monitored print newspapers, no
negative news or press releases were encountered. While 3 positive news and 2 press releases were
published in Kıbrıs Gazetesi (KG), no negative news was encountered.
Press Releases:
All of the press releases were evaluated positively. While the source of 19 of the press releases was the
Queer Cyprus Association, the source of the other 4 was the relevant non-governmental organizations and
‘local administrations’. Press releases were of nature that included the activities or statements of Queer
Cyprus and the statements of relevant non-governmental organizations.
Positive News:
Of the 21 positive news stories in total, 12 were considered as news sensitive and respectful to human rights,
and 9 as news that included the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject.
When the category diversity in which the news took place in the newspapers is examined, “World” (10),
“Gazedda’s Agenda” (2), “Gazedda’s Agenda and Coronavirus” (1), “Gazedda’s Agenda and the World”
(1), “Turkey” (3), “News” (1), “Life” (1), “Magazine” (1), and “Personal Development” (1) comprised the 8
categories in total. In addition to the categories, 6 of the news in Gazedda Kıbrıs were included with the tag
“Contemporary”. In addition, when the news sources are examined, the sources of these news are Turkish
and world newspapers, Queer Cyprus publications, politicians from Turkey, non-governmental organizations
and experts from around the world, and religious leaders from around the world.
Negative News:
No negative news was encountered this month.

NOTABLE NEWS IN FEBRUARY:
1) The news titled “Boğaziçi and LGBTI+ reaction
from the EU”, published in Gazedda Kıbrıs on
February 4, was among the positive news because
it was sensitive and respectful to human rights.
Throughout the news, the protests following the
appointment of the new rector at Boğaziçi University
and the criticism from the European Union against
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the harsh reactions of the Turkish authorities to these protests were included. The notable aspect of the
news is that it is one of the news that is considered as an example of rights-oriented journalism in the
news published in the same month. The subject was also included in some other monitored newspapers,
although these news were not directly evaluated negatively, only anti-LGBTI+ thoughts and even discourses
ignoring LGBTI+s were included in them. This news is an example of rights-oriented journalism.
“Hate speech against LGBT is unacceptable”
2) The news titled “Support from families to LGBTI+ children” in Gazedda Kıbrıs on February 8 was
among the positive news because it featured the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject.
The news was about the reaction and the statement made by the families of LGBTI+s related with Boğaziçi
events, which was also on the agenda the previous week. LGBTI+ family groups organized in many parts of
Turkey came together and stated that they supported their children, while criticizing the government and
calling for solidarity. The notable aspect of this news is that it reflects the solidarity of family groups and the
fact that families are both critical and solution-oriented.
“We all have equal rights... How do they make them objects of hate?... Come on, stop calling our children
heretics and terrorists.”
3) The news titled “The provision of ‘discrimination based on sexual orientation is a crime’ will be
added to the Dutch Constitution,” published in Kıbrıs Postası on February 10, was among the positive
news since it featured the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject
Throughout the news, the change in the Dutch Constitution and the stances of the parties on the subject
from different views were the subject. There are two notable aspects of the news. The first was the diversity
of ideas, and the second was the content of the subject. This constitutional amendment is exemplary and it
is important that it was reported in the northern part of Cyprus.
“Labour Party Senator Astrid Oosenbrug said, “It is the government’s duty to prevent violence and
discrimination against LGBTI+ individuals.””

MARCH 2021
In March, 46 news stories included LGBTI+ issues. 20
of these news in online and print newspapers were
classified as positive and 26 as press releases. No
negative news was encountered this month.

43%

57%

While Gazedda Kıbrıs (GK) published 4 positive news
and 5 press releases from the newspapers monitored
online, no negative news was encountered. While 9
positive news and 10 press releases were published in
Kıbrıs Postası (KP), there was no negative news. While
Gündem Kıbrıs (GN) published 2 positive news and 1 press release, no negative news was encountered.
While 1 positive news and 5 press releases were published by Yenidüzen (YD) among the monitored
newspapers, no negative news was encountered. While 4 positive news and 5 press releases were published
in Kıbrıs Gazetesi (KG), no negative news was encountered.
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Press Releases:
All of the press releases were evaluated positively. While the source of 22 of the press releases was the
Queer Cyprus Association, the source of the other 4 was the relevant non-governmental organizations and
‘local administrations’. Press releases were of nature that included the activities or statements of Queer
Cyprus and the statements of relevant non-governmental organizations.
Positive News:
Of the 20 positive news stories in total, 10 were evaluated as news sensitive and respectful to human rights,
and 10 as news that included the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject.
When the category diversity in which the news took place in the newspapers is examined, “World” (4),
“Turkey” (6), “News” (1), “Local News” (3), “Cyprus” (2), “Columnists” (1), “Parliament” (1), “Gazeddablog”
(1) and “Gazedda’s Agenda” (1) comprised the 9 categories in total. In addition to the categories, 4 of the
news in Gazedda Kıbrıs were included with the tag “Contemporary”. Moreover, when the sources of the
news are examined, the sources of these news are Turkish and world newspapers, columnists from Cyprus
and politicians.
Negative News:
No negative news was encountered this month.

NOTABLE NEWS IN MARCH:

1) The news titled “Disclosure as a means of self-defense”, published in Gazedda Kıbrıs on March 4,
was among the positive news because it was sensitive and respectful to human rights.
Throughout the news, the use of disclosure as a means of self-defence, especially when it comes to sexual
crimes, and the responsibilities that media organizations should take after the disclosure process are
mentioned. The notable aspect of the news was that it underlined human rights-oriented reporting and
specified the steps that should be taken to prevent any kind of victimization that may occur during and after
the disclosure process. While it was underlined that the negative events that may be experienced during
and after the disclosure process are not the responsibility of the victims, who are mostly members of the
groups that we can call fragile, the responsibilities of the mainstream media to make objective and rightsoriented news were also underlined.
“In summary, of course, journalists have a responsibility to spread the truth and not to suggest that a person
is guilty before their guilt is determined. However, it is unthinkable that this responsibility is imposed on
disclosure, which is a means of self-defence, and that the language used by the mainstream media and
the way of reporting the incident are held under the responsibility of the victim of sexual violence. The
whistle-blower, of course, exposes themselves as the accused of sexual violence. And yes, the woman
who discloses, the LGBTI+ individual, risks exclusion, rejection, marginalization and discrimination. In such
a situation, it is the responsibility of journalists, as required by their profession, to ensure that a person’s
sexual orientation or gender identity precludes sexual violence, and to prevent discrimination.”
2 The news titled “Özdenefe: Let there be a man to marry instead of having fun”, which was published
in Yenidüzen on March 9, was among the positive news as it was sensitive and respectful to human
rights
Within the framework of March 8, the International Women’s Day, the news, which included the speech
delivered by CTP Girne ‘Deputy’ Fazilet Özdenefe in the ‘parliament’, discussed the difficulties posed by
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gender inequality in various fields and for various groups. Criticizing the patriarchal structure, Özdenefe
drew attention to the inadequacy of asylum and safe working conditions in the country, while also pointing
out the stratified discrimination suffered by individuals who could be considered disadvantaged in society.
The fact that LGBTI+s, especially trans women who were forced to work in the entertainment sectors by the
‘state’, were mentioned about the exponentially increasing grievances during the pandemic period, making
this news one of the notable news of the week.
“COVID-19 pandemisinin kırılganlıklarını derinleştirdiği bir başka grup da trans kadınlardır. Trans kadınlar
toplumsal ve ekonomik hayata erişimleri en fazla kısıtlanan gruplardandır… Yaklaşık bir yıldır COVID-19
önlemleri kaynaklı düzenli ve yeterli bir gelir elde edemeyen birçok trans kadın, uzunca bir dönemdir açlıkla
karşı karşıya bırakılmıştır… Her ne kadar olumlu bir adım olarak ‘Çalışma ve Sosyal Güvenlik Bakanlığı’
LGBTİ+’ları pandemiden en çok etkilenen sosyal risk gruplarından kabul etse de ve bu temelde gıda ve
hijyen malzemesi sağlasa da, bu karşı karşıya olunan katmanlı ayrımcılığı ortadan kaldırmada oldukça
yetersizdir. Farkında mısınız?”

3) The news that was published with the title “Çakıcı criticizes Turkey’s decision to withdraw from
the Istanbul Convention” in Gündem Kıbrıs and with the title “Mehmet Çakıcı: ‘It is wrong to take
women’s rights back wherever it is” in Kıbrıs Postası on March 21, was among the positive news as it
is a news sensitive and respectful to human rights.
HIn the news, after the Republic of Turkey annulled the Istanbul Convention, the Chairman of the Communal
Liberation Party Prof. Dr. Mehmet Çakıcı’s statement on the subject has been discussed. Criticizing the
homophobic attitudes adopted by the government of the Republic of Turkey, Çakıcı also expressed his
views on women’s rights. The reason why the news came to the fore was the open defence of LGBTI+ rights
by a political figure, in a way that respects human rights.
“The discriminatory policies of some politicians who have recently appeared in the media, and their
unscientific views that ‘LGBT is a disease’ were the first signs of the abolition of the Istanbul Convention.
Today, this backward, conservative and unscientific politics has carried itself to a point where it abolishes
the Istanbul Convention and reprieves human rights in the context of women’s rights.”

APRIL 2021
In April, 16 news stories covered LGBTI+ topics. 3
of these news in online and print newspapers were
classified as positive and 13 as press releases. No
negative news was encountered this month.
Basılı taranan gazetelerden, Yenidüzen (YD) tarafından,
1 olumlu haber ve 4 basın bildirisi yayınlanırken,
bu gazetede olumsuz habere rastlanmadı. Kıbrıs
Gazetesi’nde (KG) ise, 1 basın bildirisi yayınlanırken,
bu gazetede olumlu veya olumsuz habere rastlanmadı.

19%

81%

Press Releases:
All of the press releases were evaluated positively. While the source of 9 of the press releases was the joint
press releases made with the Queer Cyprus Association and stakeholders, the source of the other 4 were
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the relevant non-governmental organizations and ‘local administrations’. Press releases were of nature that
included the activities or statements of Queer Cyprus and the statements of relevant non-governmental
organizations.
Positive News:
Of the 3 positive news in total, 2 were evaluated as news sensitive and respectful to human rights, and 1 as
news that included the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject.
When the category diversity in which the news took place in the newspapers is examined, “World” (1),
“Local News” (1) and “Special News/Commentary” (1), comprised the 4 categories in total. Moreover, when
the sources of the news are examined, the sources of these news are Turkish newspapers, columnists and
journalists from Cyprus.
Negative News:
No negative news was encountered this month.

NOTABLE NEWS IN APRIL:
1) The interview titled “Queer Cyprus is waiting for support to ‘Empower the Colours’”, which was
published in Kıbrıs Postası on April 26, was among the positive news as it featured the views of
individuals and experts on the subject.
In the interview with Queer Cyprus activists Çise Özverel and Erman Dolmacı, the theme of the fundraising
campaign “Empower the Colours” carried out by
the association was discussed. Throughout the
interview, the “Empower the Colours” campaign,
which was created to increase the number of regular
donors and to ensure the continuation of the services
provided by the association, and the advocacy work
of the association were discussed. In rights-oriented
journalism, the ability of subjects to have their voices
heard plays an important role, and this interview
became the highlight of the month as it was an example of rights-oriented journalism specific to LGBTI+.
“Within the scope of the “Diversity of Colours” project, which was created by the Queer Cyprus
Association, which fights against violations of rights in sexual orientation and gender identity, to ensure
that LGBTI+ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, intersex and more) individuals have access to human rights and
to prevent discrimination. A campaign called “Empower the Colours” was launched.”

MAY 2021
May, 55 news stories covered LGBTI+ topics. 14 of
these news in online and print newspapers were
classified as positive and 41 as press releases. No
negative news was encountered this month.
While Gazedda Kıbrıs (GK) published 4 positive
news and 9 press releases among the newspapers
monitored online, no negative news was encountered.
While 7 positive news, 15 positive and 1 negative
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25%

75%

press releases were published in Kıbrıs Postası (KP). While Gündem Kıbrıs (GN) published 1 positive news
and 3 press releases, no negative news was encountered.
While 1 positive news and 11 press releases were published by Yenidüzen (YD) among the monitored
newspapers, no negative news was encountered. While 1 positive news and 1 press release were published
in Kıbrıs Gazetesi (KG), no negative news was encountered.
Press Release:
Press Releases: One of the press releases was evaluated as negative and the rest as positive. While the
source of 24 of the press releases was the joint statements made with the Queer Cyprus Association
and stakeholders, the source of the other 17 was Relevant Non-Governmental organizations and ‘local
administrations’. Press releases were of nature that included the activities or statements of Queer Cyprus
and the statements of relevant non-governmental organizations. The negative press release was the press
release titled “We will never allow our youth and society to be corrupted” by the President of KIBTES
published in in Kıbrıs Postası.
Positive News:
Of the 14 positive news in total, 11 were evaluated as news sensitive and respectful to human rights, and 3
as news that included the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject.
When the category diversity in which the news took place in the newspapers is examined, “World” (1),
“Gazedda’s Agenda” (2), “Gazeddapod” (1), “News” (2), “Life” (1), “Interview” (1), “General” (1), “Health”
(1), “Southern Cyprus” (1), “Unmistakeables” (1), “Local News” and “Society” (1) comprised the 12
categories in total. In addition to the categories, 4 of the news in Gazedda Kıbrıs were included with the
tag “Contemporary”. Moreover, when the sources of the news are examined, the sources of these news are
Turkish and world newspapers, experts and politicians from Cyprus.
Negative News:
Except for the aforementioned press release, no negative news was encountered this month.

NOTABLE NEWS IN MAY:

1) The news titled “Tatar ignored; his wife published a message” in Kıbrıs Postası on May 17 was
among the positive news because it was sensitive and respectful to human rights.
Sibel Tatar’s post within the scope of 17 May
and Ersin Tatar’s silence on the subject are
included throughout the news. Ersin Tatar
did not sign the LGBTI+ friendly ‘President’
protocol during the ‘Presidential’ elections
held in 2020. This year, he continued his
silence on the 17th May, The International
Day Against Homophobia, Biphobia and
Transphobia. On the contrary, Sibel Tatar’s
statement and social media post caught the attention of Kıbrıs Postası and they reported it.
Although the news is evaluated positively and it is assumed that such a headline was used to draw attention
to Tatar’s silence, it should still be noted that the identification of Sibel Tatar through her husband is an
element that needs attention and correction in rights-oriented journalism.
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2) The news titled “Open and Honorable March” in Yenidüzen
on May 18 was among the positive news as it was sensitive
and respectful to human rights.
Yenidüzen included two full pages of the pride parade in this
news report, along with color photographs. Journalist Devrim
Demir talked about the meaning and importance of May 17 as
well as the “rainbow chain” that took place this year.
It is important and exemplary in the context of rights-oriented
journalism that Yenidüzen and Devrim Demir reported the event
organized by the 17 May Organization Committee in their
newspaper in this way.

3) The press release titled “We will never allow our youth and our society to be corrupted”, made

by the President of KIBTES and published in Kıbrıs Postası on May 18, is among the negative news
since it was published in its original form even though it contained hate speech and/or discriminatory
language.
Cyprus Turkish Educators Union (KIBTES) President Himmet Turgut openly made hate speech towards
LGBTI+s in his press statement. The fact that Himmet made this press statement even though hate speech
is considered a crime according to the Penal Code and that Kıbrıs Postası was also a partner in the crime
of hate speech by publishing this statement in complete is in contradiction with LGBTI+ rights-oriented
journalism. Instead of publishing the statement of the person making the hate speech in complete and thus
disseminating it, it is important both to inform the readers and in the context of rights-based journalism to
announce that this is hate speech and that it is a crime according to the Penal Code..
“In his written statement, Turgut warned those who support marginal movements that are in pursuit of
poisoning the young minds and that are against faith and culture throughout the history of humanity
and said, “We respectfully announce to the public that we will never allow our youth and society to be
corrupted through moral degeneration in this land, by bringing various diseases along with the danger of
rotting our generations.”
4) The news titled “Hate speech against the Pride Parade!”, published in Kıbrıs Postası on May 18,
was among the positive news, as it is sensitive and respectful to human rights.
In March 2020, hate speech in the local legislation
regarding Penal Code was updated and hate speech
made on social media was also included within the
scope of crime. Despite this, many people who knew
or did not know about this have made hate speeches
to the news made/shared within the scope of 17 May.
Once again, it has clearly shown how much
homophobia, biphobia and transphobia exist in the
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northern part of Cyprus. Burcu Ece Yılmaz, on the other hand, in their news in Kıbrıs Postası, reported about
the hate speech on social media, the fact that it is within the local legislation regarding penal code, as well
as the reaction against this LGBTI+ phobia. It is important and exemplary in the context of rights-oriented
journalism that Burcu Ece Yılmaz did not remain silent about hate speech and that they reported on this
issue.
“There is no salvation alone, all together or none of us.”

JUNE 2021
In January, 50 news stories covered LGBTI+ issues.
28 of these news in online and print newspapers were
classified as positive news, 21 as press release and 1
as negative news.

42%

56%

While Gazedda Kıbrıs (GK) published 8 positive news
and 5 press releases from the newspapers monitored
online, no negative news was encountered. While 4
positive news and 6 press releases were published in
Kıbrıs Postası (KP), there were no negative news. While Gündem Kıbrıs (GN) published 2 positive news, no
negative news and press releases were encountered.
2%

While Yenidüzen (YD) published 8 positive news and 7 press release among the monitored print newspapers,
no negative news was found. In Kıbrıs Gazetesi (KG), 6 positive news, 3 press releases and 1 negative news
were published.
Basın Bildirileri:
Press Releases: All of the press releases were evaluated positively. While the source of 17 of the press
releases was the joint press releases made with the Queer Cyprus Association and stakeholders, the source
of the other 4 were the relevant non-governmental organizations and ‘local administrations’. Press releases
were of nature that included the activities or statements of Queer Cyprus and the statements of relevant
non-governmental organizations.
Positive News:
Of the 28 positive news in total, 20 were evaluated as news sensitive and respectful to human rights, and 8
as news that included the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject.
When the category diversity in which the news took place in the newspapers is examined, “World” (17),
“Gazedda’s Agenda” (1), “Turkey” (1), “News” (3), “Cyprus Problem” (1), “Interview” (1), “Cyprus” (1),
“Guest Writer” (1) and “Culture-Art” (1) comprised the 9 categories in total. A news item published in
Gazedda Kıbrıs also featured with tags, not categories. In addition to the categories, 8 of the news in
Gazedda Kıbrıs were published with the tag “Contemporary” and 1 with the tag “Human”. In addition,
when the news sources are examined, the sources of these news were Turkish and world newspapers, writers
and guest writers from Cyprus and America and teachers.
Negative News:
This month, 1 news was negative, in nature of containing stereotypes and/or criminalizing. The category in
which the news was found was “Turkey”.
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NOTABLE NEWS IN JUNE:
1) The news titled “The participation of trans women athletes in school tournaments was banned in
Florida”, published in Kıbrıs Postası on June 2, was among the positive news since it featured the
opinions of individuals or experts on the subject..
Throughout the news, the law passed in Florida and the reactions of LGBTI+ activists to this law were
included. This news sets an example for LGBTI+ rights-oriented journalism, as the news content includes
a negative development, views that approve of this development, as well as the reaction of LGBTI+
activists. In addition, the use of the term “biological sex” in the language of the news is another noteworthy
element. Since biological gender is a problematic use in today’s rights-oriented journalism and the concept
of assigned sex/assigned gender is accepted as a more politically correct statement, the news was not
evaluated negatively, because this concept was used in a section summarizing the law..
‘“According to the law, athletes will be classified according to their biological sex on their birth certificates.
The LGBT activists movement, on the other hand, condemned the ban as ‘discriminatory’ and stated
that they would not comply with the ban. “We believe it is very important that the integrity of these
competitions be preserved,” said Governor DeSantis, who signed the law at a Christian school in the city
of Jacksonville. DeSantis added, “When we do sports, we will act according to biology, not ideology.””
2) The news titled “Özgeçen: The camps aim to deepen the dependence on the Turkish Republic”,
which appeared in Gazedda Kıbrıs on June 11, was among the positive news because it was sensitive
and respectful to human rights.
The general sense of the statement made by Özgeçen included the organization of Çanakkale Camps
during the pandemic and her criticism of the rules and practices in this camp. Özgeçen stated that these
rules and practices cause negative effects on children and that they create an element of pressure on
children with discriminatory policies, and that the education given to children should be based on peaceful
methods and egalitarian approaches without discrimination.
“It is essential for young people and children to be brought up with a culture of peace, with equal respect
for all religions, languages, races and sexual identities, without considering any religion, nation or ethnic
origin as superior. In addition, the impositions are a direct attack on their freedom. We all dream of an
environment where young people and children can express their thoughts freely, confront their history
in the light of scientific data, where no identity is imposed by force, where they enjoy learning and get
education in touch with nature.”

3) The news titled “Pride”, which appeared in Yenidüzen on 13 June, was among the positive news as
it was sensitive and respectful to human rights.
AUS Ambassador Judith G. Garber talked about the history and importance of Pride month in general, in
her article titled “Pride”. In addition to this, Garber touched upon the prejudices and discrimination against
LGBTI+s, and while conveying America’s policy on this issue, she expressed her support for the LGBTI+
organizations in Cyprus, ACCEPT LGBTI and Queer Cyprus.
“In Cyprus, we support non-governmental organizations such as ACCEPT and Queer Cyprus Association
that work to strengthen the LGBTQI+ community and ensure that laws that protect their rights as citizens
are properly enforced.’’
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4) The news titled “46 People Detained” published in Kıbrıs Gazetesi on 28 June was among the
negative news because it contained stereotypes and/or it was criminalizing news.
The article included the statement of the Istanbul
Police Department regarding the Pride Parade.
When we look at the news, although a negative
written language was not used in addition to the
statement from the police department, the news
was evaluated negatively as it was reported by the
explanation of the institution that ignores the human
rights of LGBTI+s and criminalizes them by the
authority of the state and that there was no critical
element that should be present in rights-oriented
Table 16: June 2021 - Percentage breakdown by categories.
journalism. In addition, when the image used in the
news is examined, it is seen that an activist who was there to defend their rights was being dragged. This
news was also negatively evaluated because the newspaper only included the statement made by the police
and did not produce a discourse about this violence documented with photographs.
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